
SCMR33 MCMR44 LCMR46

SBSG33 MBSG44 LBSG46

SAMB33 MAMB44 LAMB46

MCMG44 LCMG46

SCBC33 MCBC44 LCBC46

MCB44 LCB46SCB33

SLIL33 MLIL44 LLIL46

SCMG33

SHCNTH33 MHCNTH44 LHCNTH46

SLVC33 MLVC44 LLVC46

Warm amber, hints of vanilla, nashi pear blossom,
lily of the valley and a hint of rose. A surprisingly
comfortable scent with just a touch of masculinity.

FOREST WHISPER

SFW33 MFW44 LFW46

SEG33 MEG44 LEG46

MFGF44 LFGF46SFGF33

Indulge your senses with the captivating aroma of
earthy moss, warm amber, zesty orange, and
calming sage. Memories of a lush wooded path.

AMBER AND MOSS

Invigorate your senses with the tantalizing essence
of cherry blossoms and the zesty freshness of
Japanese yuzu. A blissful retreat with every burn.

CHERRY BLOSSOM

A gorgeous citrus scent. A true-to-life blend of
ripe, tangy grapefruit with just a hint of peach.

FRESH GRAPEFRUIT

A fusion of fruity, green and floral hyacinth with
shimmering water lily, musky rose, woody violet,
sugary grape and lush vanilla. 

HYACINTH AND LILY 

A complex combination of cranberry and rare
black pea, with slight citrus and mango notes.

CRANBERRY MANGO

This candle embodies the rich aroma
of cinnamon bark and the spicy hint of clove.

CINNAMON BARK AND CLOVE

The sweet, herbaceous notes of lavender combine
with the soothing, light floral aroma of chamomile.
to create a calming and comforting ambiance.

LAVENDER AND CHAMOMILE

A new and improved scent for 2024. Warm and
musky, powdery and slightly sweet. 
Like cashmere it is timeless and cozy.

CASHMERE 

EVERGREEN 
The fresh aroma of balsam fir needles, heartening
cedarwood and relaxing sandalwood fills the air.

A green, amber, citrusy-type scent with bergamot,
orange zest, sage, white violet, thyme and a
winter moss, tonka bean, and patchouli base.

BLUE SAGE

Back by popular demand. Our European Lilac is
deeply and richly floral. Memories of a freshly
blooming lilac bush. A remarkably realistic scent.

EUROPEAN LILAC

Small:      cases of 24
Medium:  cases of 12
Large:      cases of 12

MEDIUM LARGESMALL
2024



White sands, sea spray and coastal grasses
with a splash of citron and notes of geranium, 
rose, jasmine and mint. A strong scent.

SEA GLASS

MSGL44 LSGL46SSGL33

White tea, elegantly coupled with rose, zesty
oranges, sweet geraniums and cedar wood.

WHITE TEA AND GINGER

MWTG44 LWTG46SWTG33

Indonesian vanilla bean with just a hint of tobacco
leaf makes this a uniquely warm and rich scent.

VANILLA AND TOBACCO

MVAN44 LVAN46SVAN33

Persian saffron and creamy almond milk come
together with vanilla to create this exotic scent.

SAFFRON AND ALMOND

MSFNA44 LSFNA46SSFNA33

MPUR44 LPUR46SPUR33

It's hard to describe this scent other than to say it 
doesn't have any. Pure and clean.

PURE - UNSCENTED

SOLDF33 MOLDF44 LOLDF46

Our ‘Old-Fashioned’ scent is an intoxicating blend of
orange peel, gourmet cherries, aromatic bitters and,
like we make them in Wisconsin, the finest brandy. 

OLD FASHIONED

SPS33 MPS44 LPS46

Fragrant notes of earthy wood, hints of citrus and
subtle resinous undertones blend to form this
tranquil and spiritually grounding scent.  

PALO SANTO

Earthy and bold with green cypress, fir needles,
sweet citrus and patchouli. The enchanting smell
of an exotic rain forest.

RAINFOREST

SRAINF33 MRAINF44 LRAINF46

SSAC33 MSAC44 LSAC46

Rich notes of a crackling fireplace, toasted
cinnamon and cedarwood. Elegant and enduring,
reminiscent of a sophisticated men's fragrance

SUEDE & CEDAR

STLE33 MTLE44 LTLE46

TROPICAL ESCAPE
A refreshing blend of island fruits layered on
jasmine, grapefruit and vetiver. Break out the
Hawaiian shirt as this is an island paradise.

582579

VIDEO DISPLAYER  $50.00
This video displayer features an 8"-10" LCD screen
continuously playing a demonstration video of the
candles in action. Free with initial order of $1,000.

MEDIUM LARGESMALL

Small:      cases of 24
Medium:  cases of 12
Large:      cases of 122024


